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STRUGGLE                                          
(For “Existence” in Colombia)    
 
This is the sci-tech age: science and technology 
It orders the intellectual world and saturates the popular mind 
People of every land long to live in this world 
Religion – folk law – custom – are thin margins of murky water lapping the mainland 
In a few lifetimes sci-tech could rid us of disease poverty and folly 
Build human-fit houses – purify the city’s water 
No other generation had so much power 
It is the greatest power in the history of humankind 
Yet it blights us with its own pollution pestilence poverty and folly 
Because it is the servant – the creature -- of money 
Money is more powerful than sci-tech 
Sci-tech works with “what is” and might serve the human values of its creators 
Money has no human values 
Money is the logic of money 
Its creators try to make it serve their purpose 
It parodies human purpose 
It has no purpose to set limits to its reach 
No one controls it 
Its laws are mechanical – the accumulation of profit and the subtle deployment of loss 
It conjures itself out of nothing 
It is a means unique in the history of humankind 
A new epoch 
The people who run after it follow in a zombie’s footsteps 
It is a parasite 
 
Money represses – destroys 
Money is theft – it steals days seconds and lifetimes 
It impoverishes the world 
It devours lands – forests – turns rivers into industrial sewers 
It deforms the world and fills it with poisonous tit-bits 
It installs the market in the place of human culture 
Its victims struggle for food shelter security health 
They are frail but not outnumbered – not defeated 
Whoever struggles for one decent meal struggles for human culture 
Whoever struggles for one roof to keep out the wind and rain struggles for civilization 
Whoever struggles for one cup of clean water struggles for freedom 
Whoever struggles for one pair of decent shoes struggles for peace 
Whoever struggles to care for one child struggles to care for all children 
Whoever struggles to care for one child struggles to care for the old and frail 
Whoever struggles to learn to read struggles so that the graffiti scrawled on the streets and  
     the walls of houses will be the insights of philosophy 
Whoever struggles against one gang-master struggles against all exploiters 
Whoever struggles against repression struggles for justice now and in time to come 
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Culture civilization freedom justice are not created without struggle 
But the struggle for food will not feed the hungry     
The struggle for a dry house will not keep out the damp and the rain 
The struggle against disease will not cure the sick 
The struggle against oppression will not free the oppressed 
It is always the question of meaning – of understanding – of knowledge 
Sci-tech accumulates facts – devises devices and systems 
It builds hospitals and schools or prisons and seeks to manufacture the weapon  
    of perfect-lethality 
The good may serve evil and money serves itself 
Only struggle has human meaning 
Only struggle creates knowledge 
Only struggle educates 
Only those who struggle learn how the world works – the mechanics of reality 
Reaction lays minefields between imagination and reason 
Struggle makes paths through the minefields – breaks down the barriers between imagination and  
    reason so that reason questions imagination and imagination teaches reason  -- it detonates a                   
       silence more powerful than any explosion -- it breaks down the barrier between creator and 
          created – only what is created in struggle creates itself and is called freedom 
 
The Great Leader sets out to lead people 
He does not lead – he drives people before him as a herdsman drives herds 
He sends them astray in a wasteland  
People cannot be led to freedom 
People must struggle 
The struggle against the past tears down the barrier between reason and imagination 
The strugglers struggle within themselves and in the struggle tear down the barrier between 
   creator and created and create themselves 
The struggle begins with the scant food on the plate – the leaking roof – the old woman shivering 
    in fever  
It begins in the moment the plate is put on the table 
It is the absolute struggle of clarity in which the eye knows what the hand does and the hand knows 
    what the eyes see                          
It is the struggle of reality with itself 
 
It is said here are no more great causes 
The child’s empty plate is the great cause 
The fitfully sleeping worker whose nightmare is that he will wake is the great cause 
The fretful and frightened old woman trembling in fever is the great cause 
Those who are housed in slums and live in rags not fit to be buried in are the great cause 
It was said that in the world in which one child is left to suffer there could be no God 
Ask if in such a world anyone is human? 
 
The sci-tech physicists say that the fluttering of a butterfly’s wings on one side of the world causes 
    a hurricane  on the other side of the world 
It is the chain of cause and effect 
The power of sci-tech comes from the butterfly’s wings – from the chain of cause and effect –  
   the chain of power 
Now you can understand the power of money 
It is the power of butterfly’s wings – of nothing 
It is sold on the market and the market destroys the world 
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How much must you understand to be human? 
One match may burn down the world 
Perhaps it has already been struck in the dim vaulted ossuary of a counting-house when the banker 
    chafed his fingers and struck a match to warm them as he tallied the day’s take 
Perhaps without seeing the match you stepped over it on your kitchen floor – spent black encrusted 
   in its own ruin --  as small as an infant’s bone – as you went  about your day’s business 
How much must you understand to be human? How much must you struggle? 
 
One city prospers and another is poor 
The poor city makes the prosperous city prosperous 
A young man lives in the margins of its prosperity – he breaks into a stranger’s house 
Those who do not struggle for the great cause that begins with scant scraps on the child’s plate 
    must struggle with their inhumanity to be human – but how can inhumanity struggle with itself to 
        be human?  
Who can stay the butterfly’s iron wings? – how? – when? 
The young man came to steal money 
The room is black – black is the colour of memory – he stumbles 
He does not ask for the money he came for – he asks for more -- for all that is missing 
All that was sold in the prosperous city as he looked away 
He asks the stranger to give him his life 
And he learns that he must take it himself out of the emptiness the market paid him when it took 
     the rest away 
 
Yet after all it is only a play – there is no stranger – no house to break into – and the young man is 

only an actor 
But the poor and the hungry and sick and oppressed are real and the play is in their reality 
So the poor and the hungry and sick and oppressed are in the play and the play is in their struggle 
Drama is the struggle of reality with itself 
And the struggle begins with scraps on the plate and a leaking roof and rags soaked in the tears  
    and sweat of the old woman trembling in fever and the oppressed and the hungry 
It begins with the sound of the plate as it is put on the table 
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